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Preface 
 

In November 2010, the Danish Research Library Association decided to launch the first investiga-

tion into the prevalence, use, and future of e-books in Danish Research Libraries. 

 

After the first report, the work with the E-book barometer is now assigned to Forum for E-

ressourcer. Through the summer of 2012, the Forum has launched the investigation in a slightly ex-

tended form, which is published in this report. 
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Abstract 
 

The e-book market is still growing – compared to both economy and usage statistics - and the 

growth is expected to continue, though it is hard to quantify. The growth depends on various pa-

rameters, such as users’ demands, publishers’ supply and price policy, as well as a multitude of 

technical and license challenges.  

 

There are more e-book publishers than ever, probably because more publishers now offer the possi-

bility to buy single titles and not only book packages.   

 

Several libraries experiment with Patron Driven Acquisition (PDA) in various individually adjusted 

solutions, and budgets assigned to this purpose have increased. 

 

The attitude to e-book reader devices has not changed in the past year – they are purchased primar-

ily for internal use only and not for loans. 

 

In addition to the increased growth, the general view is that e-books will provide improved service, 

particularly at libraries which serve geographically scattered localities. The gradual change from 

printed books to e-books is expected to release more space and resources from process functions to 

communication. On the other hand, there is a risk that budgets will be hollowed out, particularly in 

connection with e-reolen and the reduced possibility for interlibrary loan (ILL). 
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The participating Libraries 2012  
 

The inquiry form was sent out to all large libraries in the country, including the members of the 

Forum for E-books. These libraries participated: 

 

Metropolitan University Collage (MET) 

University College Zealand (UCSJ) 

The Danish National Centre for Social Research Library (SFI) 

DTU Library (DTU) 

CBS Library (CBS) 

Statsbiblioteket / AU Library (SB/AUL) 

University Library of Southern Denmark (SDU) 

Medical Library, Herlev Hospital (FHH) 

Frederikshavn Public Library (FKB) 

NIAS Library (NIAS) 

University of Copenhagen, the Royal Library (KB/KUBIS) 

Royal School of Library and Information Science (IVA) 

Roskilde University Library (RUB) 

Aalborg University Library (AUB) 

 

The abbreviations in the brackets are used in the tables in the report. 
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Economy 

  
A significant parameter for evaluating the growth of e-books at the Danish Research and Academic 

Libraries is the amount devoted to the purchase of e-books. The outline below shows the replies to 

the question of how much money was spent on purchasing e-books in 2011 and how much it is ex-

pected will be used in all in 2012. 

 

 

 2011 Estimated 2012 Change 

SFI  29.000 30.000 3 % 

DTU  1.715.000 1.500.000 -13 % 

CBS  930.000 1.200.000 29 % 

SB/AUL* 1.825.670 2.050.000 12 % 

SDU 3.000.000  2.500.000 -17 % 

FKB 6.500 75.000 1.054 % 

NIAS  38.000 0 -100 % 

KB/KUBIS 2.100.000 2.900.000  38 % 

IVA 65.000 40.000 -38 % 

RUB 155.000 440.000 184 % 

AUB 1.952.452 2.500.000 28 % 

  *SB and the former ASB 

 

 

The overall growth has been app. 12%, which is 7 per cent more than last year. This number must 

be considered in connection with the budget cuts in most of the libraries. The variation between 

libraries is big, while some expect the use of e-books to be smaller than last year. 

When the libraries are compared, it must be noticed that the 2011 number shows the actual use, 

while that for 2012 is based on terms agreed on in license agreements and the estimated use of e-

books for the rest of 2012. The big amount spent on e-books in 2011 at SDU comes from purchases 

of individual e-book packages.  
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The amount spent on e-books should be compared with that spent on printed books. The table be-

low shows the replies to the question of how much was spent on printed books. 

 

 

 2011 Estimated 2012 Change 

MET 850.000 800.000 -6 % 

UCSJ 800.000 710.000  -11 % 

SFI  53.000 55.000 4 % 

DTU  97.500 100.000 3 % 

CBS  1.268.000 1.000.000 -21 % 

SB/AUL 7.400.000 6.800.000 -8 % 

SDU 4.300.000 4.300.000 0 % 

FHH 2.000 4.000 100 % 

FKB 1.577.500 1.381.454 -12 % 

NIAS  140.000 180.000 29 % 

KB/KUBIS 5.100.000 4.300.000 -16 % 

IVA 200.000 200.000 0 % 

RUB 1.701.000 1.760.000 3 % 

AUB 3.892.079 4.000.000 3 % 

 

The budget for printed books shows a decline of 7 % in all. Compared to the increased budget for e-

books, this means that the amount spent on e-book out of the total is increasing. For most libraries 

the main emphasis, measured in currency, is still on printed materials; but some have already made 

the change and now spend more money on electronic material on print. 

 
Do the budgets have separate e-books accounts? 
 

Yes No 

SFI 

DTU 

CBS 

SB/AUL 

FKB 

KB/KUBIS 

RUB 

AUB 

MET 

UDS 

SDU 

FHH 

NIAS 

IVA 

 

On the topic of how the budgeting of e-book is made, the respondents are divided, as they were last 

year. 8 respondents have with separate accounts for e-books, 6 do not.  
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How big a part of the library’s total budget for e-books is expected to be used on 

individual publishers vs. aggregators/booksellers? 

 

 0-20% 20-40% 40-60% 60-80% 80-100% 

Publishers MET, UCB,  

FHH, FKB, 

NIAS, IVA , 

RUB 

AUB  CBS,  

KB/KUBIS 

DTU, 

SB/AUL, 

SDU 

Aggregators / 

booksellers 

MET, UCSJ, 

DTU, SB, 

SDU, FHH, 

FKB, 

KB/KUBIS, 

IVA 

CBS, AUB   ASB  SFI, NIAS, 

RUB  

 

The majority of the amount budgeted is spent at publishers. The replies tend to show that the small 

libraries purchase from aggregators whereas the large ones purchase directly from publishers. A 

possible source of error is that not everybody may be certain what an aggregator is. In this connec-

tion, an aggregator is a supplier who collects publications from various publishers in one package, 

usually by subject.   

 

 
Administration and catalogue 

 

How big a part of the library’s e-books is expected to become individual records in 

the library’s catalogue? 

 

0-20% 20-40% 40-60% 60-80% 80-100% 

MET, UCSJ, 

FHH 

   SFI, DTU, 

CBS, 

SB/AUL 

SDU, FKB, 

NIAS, 

KB/KUBIS, 

IVA, RUB, 

AUB 

 

The replies indicate that either the e-books figure as individual records in the catalogue or they are 

not visible at all. However, the overall tendency is that the e-books do figure in the catalogue.  
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Is the e-book searchable jointly with the printed books?  
 

Yes No 

MET, SFI, DTU, CBS, SB/AUL SDU, FKB, 

NIAS, KB/KUBIS, IVA, RUB, AUB 

UCSJ, FHH 

 

With two exceptions, the respondents reply yes to this question. For one of the negative replies, the 

explanation is presumably that the library does not have its own catalogue. As last year, this and the 

reply above indicate that the libraries consider and treat e-books exactly like printed books. 

 

What sources are used for catalogue data? 
Marc OCLC Other formats Text 

SFI, DTU, CBS, 

SB/AUL SDU, NIAS, 

KB/KUBIS, IVA, 

RUB, AUB 

DTU, CBS, SDU, 

KB/KUBIS 

 DTU (metadata), SDU 

(data in excel format), 

FHH (REX) 

 

MARC-posts are predominantly used; either directly from the publishers or from catalogue-data-

providers. Some data require a local creation of a MARC-post. 

 
 

Accession 

 
What kind of agreements with individual publishers, aggregators or booksellers 

does the library have for e-books? 
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MET               

UCSJ               

SFI               

DTU x x x       x  x   

CBS  x x x  x x x x  x  x x 

SB/AUL  x x x x x x x x x x  x x 

SDU   X  x x x x x x x x   

FHH               

FKB               

NIAS               

KB/KUBIS  x x     x   x  x  

RUB             x  

AUB x x x   x x    x  x  
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There is no reason to believe that the libraries have given the complete lists of their suppliers - ra-

ther the reverse; therefore one must be careful when attempting direct comparisons. Among the 

most popular publishers we find Elsevier, Springer and Wiley. In general, there are many different 

suppliers, and one library has even listed several which there are no room for in the table. An inter-

esting tendency is that more publishers allow purchase of single titles. It is possible that this will 

give rise to an increased number of agreements with publishers.  

 

 

Agreements with aggregators/booksellers 
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MET    x     

UCSJ         

SFI  x       

DTU      x x x 

CBS  x  x  x   

SB x x x x x x   

ASB         

SDU x x  x     

FHH         

FKB         

NIAS         

KB/KUBIS  x  x     

RUB    x  x   

AUB    x   x  

 

The most popular aggregator is Ebrary followed by Dawsonera. 
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Data and statistics 

 
Data quality 

 

To the question of the quality of the usage statistics provided by the suppliers, the respondents reply 

as follows: 

They do not provide statistics NIAS, IVA 

The statistics are unreliable CBS, IVA 

The statistics are generally reliable MET, DTU, CBS, SB/AUL SDU, KB/KUBIS, 

RUB, AUB 

The statistics are reliable SFI 

 

In general, the libraries regard the usage statistics as reliable. CBS and IVA have submitted two 

replies each, which suggest that there are probably variations in the reliability which the other li-

braries’ replies do not reveal.  

 

 

What are the statistics used for? 

 

Reporting CBS, SB/AUL FKB, KB/KUBIS, IVA, RUB, 

AUB 

Renewal / cancellation DTU, CBS, SB/AUL, SDU, KB/KUBIS, IVA, 

RUB, AUB 

An encouragement to promote the resources to 

users 

UCSJ, SB/AUL SDU, KB/KUBIS, IVA 

Negotiation MET, CBS, SB/AUL, FKB, KB/KUBIS, IVA, 

AUB 

 

Other 

SB/AUL (To illustrate the use) 

 

Most of the respondents use the usage statistics for all these purposes. Some do not use the data in 

their promotion of e-books. 
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What kind of e-books? 
 

Are text books purchased as e-books, i.e. for the curriculum – if so, how many? 

Yes No 

DTU (as far as possible), CBS (app. 50), 

SB/AUL (10-20), 

KB/KUBIS (app. 30), IVA (publisher’s series), 

RUB (few) 

MET, UCSJ, SFI,  SDU, FHH, FKB, NIAS, 

AUB 

 

A small number of libraries reply that they do not purchase e-textbooks. There is no obvious pattern 

in which libraries give this response. The explanation of the fact that so few libraries purchase e-

textbooks can be found, as it could last year, in the answers to the question how many e-textbooks 

are purchased at all. The libraries that do buy e-textbooks buy very few of them because of the high 

prices and the limited supply. 

 

Patron Driven Acquisition (PDA) 
 

The amount of purchases 

 

If the library has purchased books as PDA, how much money was spent on purchases in 2011 and 

2012? 

 PDA pur-

chase 2011 

PDA  esti-

mated pur-

chase 2012 

PDA esti-

mated for 

the rest of 

2012 

The total estima-

tion 2012 

Change 

MET 30.000 18.000 32.000 50.000 67 % 

UCSJ 35.000 20.000 25.000 45.000 29 % 

CBS  40.000 60.000 100.000 100 % 

SB/AUL 125.000  200.000 200.000 60 % 

KB/KUBIS 10.000 400.000 6-700.000 1.000.000 – 

1.100.000 

9.900 -  

10.900 % 

 

 

The replies show that PDA is a new phenomenon, as last year’s budgets for this kind of accession 

were very small or non-existent. The numbers for 2012 show a large increase – for a single library 

there is a 100-fold increase. This suggests a new accession policy. 
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Number of titles 

 

If the library purchases books as PDA, how many titles were purchased in 2011 and 2012? 

 PDA  

purchase 2011 

PDA 

purchase estimated 

2012 

PDA 

purchase estimated 

for the rest of 2012 

MET 55 30 60 

UCSJ 22 22 25 

CBS  21 ? 

SB/AUL 175  200 

KB/KUBIS 10-20 450 700-1000 

 

 

 

The pattern in the number of titles purchased as PDA is completely identical with the pattern when 

measured in money. If the numbers in this and the previous tables can be taken at face value, the 

PDA purchased titles are very expensive. There might be various explanations, i.e. that expensive 

textbooks are purchased in this way, or that a tighter control of the purchasing system is needed. An 

estimate of the administrative expenses in purchasing and handling PDA titles would be an inter-

esting parameter in the discussion of it.  
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If the library purchase books as PDA, what is done, and which kind of models are 

used? 

 

 PDA suppliers PDA model 

MET 

 

Direct at Ebrary Access across the whole institution, many 

locations, at 1.5 times the standard price. 

 

UCSJ Ebrary The groups we have chosen are added to 

the data repository 

CBS 

 

Dawson / DawsonEra 2 loans. The 3rd loan will generate a pur-

chase. But there are rules for the maxi-

mum prices for purchases and loans, 

which requires the library’s authorization. 

SB EBook library Evidence based model is considered for 

this autumn. See Ebook Library’s web-

site. 

SDU 

 

 We do not use ‘real’ PDA, but in con-

nection with a purchase of more copies of 

printed books with two or more reserva-

tions, we seek to supplement with e-

books.  

KB/KUBIS 

 

Wiley/Blackwell 

Cambridge 

Dawson 

Ebrary 

EBL 

Evidence based (statistics) 

‘Real’ PDA – loans by users. 

IVA Users are in dialogue with 

the library and nearly all 

relevant (technically possi-

ble) titles are purchased. 

This means that there is no 

distinction between elec-

tronic and printed material. 

Since we are a small library, 

purchase e-materials our-

selves beside the DEFF-

licenses, we can almost 

manage a day-to-day e-pur-

chase. 

Our biggest challenge as a 

small library is technical 

and licensing issues. 

 

See the box above. Besides Ebrary we 

purchase academic titles and series. 

 

PDA is generally seen as a wide-ranging phenomenon with several opportunities for individual ad-

justment depending on what the library and the supplier can agree on.  
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Usage 

 

Overall usage  
 2010 2011 Change 

UCSJ  98 100 % 

SFI 106 58 -45 % 

DTU 94.000 228.021 143 % 

CBS 332.801 492.961 48 % 

SB/AUL 735.252 985.579 34 % 

SDU 360.500 482.500 34 % 

FKB  354 100 % 

KB/KUBIS 140.357 218.805 56 % 

RUB 13.434 311.872 2.222 % 

AUB 564.809 748.445 33 % 

 

The usage of e-book has increased almost explosively.  
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Which three suppliers were the biggest in 2010? 

 

 Source1 Source 2 Source 3 

SFI 106   

DTU 33.389(Springer) 

NB: the usage number from 2010 and 2011 

cannot be compared directly, because of 

the difference in counting method (in 2010 

only downloads are counted, and in 2011 

the number is for both downloads and 

searches within certain sources). 

 22.639(CRC) 

 

13.557(Knowel) 

 

CBS 

 

Ebrary: 207.728 

 

The aggregator statistics are not quite de-

pendable!! Cf. Replies in statistics. 

MyIlibrary: 

55.886 

 

DawsonEra: 

21.518 

 

SB Ebrary 628.742 Springer e-

bøger/e-books 

16.704 

Oxford Scholar-

ship Online 

13.991 

SDU 

 

Ebrary:    296.4000 (successful request)   - 

searches 19.090 

 

 

Springer:  

26.000 

 

Oxford Scholar-

ship online: 

9.650   (statis-

tics is changed 

to counter in 

2011) 

FKB e-reolen   

KB/KUBIS ECCO Springer Oxford 

IVA We have not yet statistics on e-book 

sources – only DEFF license.  

  

RUB Ebrary 6.479 Springer 5.330 Oxford Refer-

ence 689 

AUB Ebrary – 360.619 Safari -108.944 Springer – 

45.309 
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Which three suppliers were the biggest in 2011? 

 

 Source 1 Source 2 Source 3 

SFI 58   

DTU 68.026(Springer) 57.602(MIL) 27.241(CRC) 

CBS 

 

Ebrary: 311.653 

 

MyIlibrary : 

87.459 

DawsonEra : 

36.374 

SB  Ebrary 835.376 Springer e-

books 27.887 

MD Consult 

18.833 

SDU 

 

Ebrary:  408.000   (Successful request) 

– searches  22.780 

Springer  

31.700 

Elsevier e-

books:  5.460 

FKB e-reolen   

KB/KUBIS ECCO Elsevier Springer 

IVA We have not yet got the statistics for e-

book sources – only for DEFF licenses. 

  

RUB Ebrary 305.953 

 

Springer 4.570 

 

Blackwell Ref-

erence 664 

AUB Ebrary – 541.839 Safari – 

121.374 

Springer – 

40.694 

 

There are still great variations in usage between the libraries; not only overall usage but also when 

the usage of single sources is considered. As was the case last year, Elibrary is especially worth 

noticing. The usage varies much, and some libraries also note that their statistics are not particularly 

reliable.  

 

 
E-book Reading Devices and marketing 

 

Did the library (ever) use some of the following to promote the use of e-books? 

 

Introduction  or information videos  UCSJ, FHH 

Online Guides FHH, KB/KUBIS, IVA 

Conducted courses focussing primarily on e-

books 

MET, FKB, KB/KUBIS 

Included e-books in the general teaching of in-

formation literacy 

SFI, DTU, CBS, SB/AUL, ASB, FHH, 

KB/KUBIS, IVA, RUB, AUB 

Embedding in e-learning platforms MET, IVA 

Other SB/AUL (Library newsletter in humanity) 

 

Almost all libraries include e-books in their teaching of information literacy. Apart from that, there 

is a degree of variation in the libraries’ activities. 
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Does the library possess E-Book Reading Devices of any kind (PCs, etc. not in-

cluded)? 

 

 Yes No Yes, for inter-

nal use only  

Yes, on 

loan 

MET   x  

UCSJ  x   

SFI x    

DTU   x  

CBS  x   

SB/AUL   x  

SDU   x  

FHH  x   

FKB   x  

NIAS  x   

KB/KUBIS x  x x 

IVA x   x 

RUB   x  

AUB   x  

 

Most of the libraries state that they possess e-book reading devices of some sort, but mainly for 

internal use. Two libraries have e-book reading devices on loan. 

Which model(s)? 

 

 ipad Sony Kindle Samsung Elonex Cybook 

MET x   x   

UCSJ       

SFI x x   x  

DTU       

CBS       

SB/AUL x x x x   

SDU x      

FHH       

FKB       

NIAS       

KB/KUBIS       

IVA x x x   x 

RUB x x x    

AUB x x x x   

 

The most popular e-book reading devices are iPad, Sony and Kindle. 
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Does the library plan to acquire e-book reading devices in the coming year?  

If so, which model(s)? 

 

Yes, for internal use only (model) No 

SB/AUL (Nexus 7, Surface), SDU (Not de-

cided at present), KB/KUBIS 

MET, UCSJ, SFI, DTU, CBS, ASB, FHH, 

FKB, NIAS, RUB, AUB 

 

Most of the respondents do not expect to acquire e-book reading devices in the coming year. 

 

 
Does the library consider taking on the task of providing e-book reading devices for 

the users? 
 

Yes No Other 

UCSJ MET, SFI, DTU, CBS, 

SB/AUL, SDU, FKB, NIAS, 

KB/KUBIS, RUB, AUB 

 IVA (it is important to fol-

low developments, so they 

are used for testing more 

than as tools) 

 

Basically, the participating libraries do not consider it as their task to provide e-book reading de-

vices for the users. One library did reply that they do. 

 
Strategy 

How does the acquisition of e-books influence the acquisition of printed books? 

 

Almost all libraries have reduced or propose to reduce the acquisition of printed books as a conse-

quence of digitalization. Some libraries consider going e-only either consistently or in selected 

subject areas. Other libraries, with special obligations or with particular focus on or need for 

Danish-language literature, do not have equal opportunities for replacing printed literature with 

digital material. Generally, the responses show an obvious tendency: if possible, digital rather than 

printed literature will be purchased. Among the impediments for further digitalization are the users’ 

preference for printed literature and the challenges of licensing.  

 

How fast is the library’s e-book collection expected to grow? 

 

The respondent’s evaluation of future growth is determined by the supply of e-books, which is not 

yet optimal. In general, growth is expected, but it is difficult for the libraries to estimate future de-

velopments because of the many unknown factors, such as the users’ demands, publishers’ supplies 

and price policies, and various technical challenges. The general expectation of growth is supported 
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by remarks from several libraries about their changes of strategy. Therefore, titles available in digi-

tal form will be purchased at the expense of printed versions. 

 

 
How does the library expect the growth in e-books to influence the future? 

 

Generally speaking, the responding libraries expect that e-books will provide service improvements, 

especially when libraries are to serve geographical scattered institutions. Digital collections are ex-

pected to release physical space, which can be used for improved learning facilities for students. In 

general, it is expected to mean a transfer of resources from processing to communication. This is 

not only seen as a way of cutting down resources, but as a necessity, because of the increased need 

for instruction and knowledge about e-books in a period of transition from printed to digital mate-

rial. 

 

The public libraries keep a strict focus on the economy, because Danish e-books are seen as a time 

bomb placed under Danish library budgets. Another issue is the reduced possibility for interlibrary 

loan, which is emphasized by several of the research libraries. The problem is seen as having a 

downright destructive impact on the collaborative library system.    


